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Foreword

It is a matter of immense pride for me to write this introduction to the report on inner-party democracy in political parties of the Research Foundation for Governance: in India (RFGI).

RFGI has always believed in the potential of youth to change the negative connotations around words such as ‘politics’ and ‘governance’. However, after many interactions with people from different spheres we noticed that very often citizens are unaware of some of the simplest aspects of India's political processes. Particularly, there is a very limited awareness regarding functioning of political parties, which are primary vehicles for participation in any democracy. Because political parties are so important, it is imperative that citizens be informed about them. We have compiled this report on "Inner-Party Democracy" which describes how political parties function, the role and the right of the members, their appointments and the transparency within the parties.

There is still a long way to go for us. As Jawaharlal Nehru said on the eve of Indian independence:

“We have hard work ahead. There is no resting for any one of us till we redeem our pledge in full, till we make all the people of India what destiny intended them to be.”

However, at the RFGI, we believe that every endeavour has a start. Even though it might just be a drop in the vast ocean, that drop very often becomes an affirmative drop – with the power to change the
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entire ocean. It is to this power of *that drop* that we dedicate this report. Let it become the change it wishes to see!

I would like to end this forward by expressing sincere gratitude to those remarkable individuals who have constantly encouraged and supported RFGI.

Kanan Dhru
Founder & Managing Director, RFGI

Authors’ Note

When I joined the project, I realized how difficult the task would be to make an attempt at breaking through the outer shells of political parties and getting an insider’s perspective, especially for a foreigner to this great country. However, I found myself overwhelmed with input from all angles and sections of society. Everywhere we went, people seemed eager to inform us about the theory and practice of Indian politics. Everybody realized the importance of the issue we were working on.

In working on this project, I have gained an immense wealth of experience and knowledge about Indian society, politics and culture. I would like to thank all the people who have helped shaping this report to what it is today.

Ramiro A.E. Gomes Monteiro: co-author & RFGI intern
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Working on "Democracy Within and Without" with RFGI has been an incredible experience. As a foreign student long fascinated by Indian politics and society, being able to study such a vitally important contemporary issue has been very exciting and very informative. I will return to Canada with a far better understanding of Indian politics and the broader role of political parties in a democracy.

More work on this topic is needed. Nonetheless I believe we have produced a thorough study of the central problems facing political parties in India. It is my sincere hope that this report can spur interest in further study and further conversation about how best to structure India's democracy, and I hope that our arguments convince many that reform must take place.

Joshua J.M. Stark: co-author & RFGI intern

*We would like to thank Arvind Giriraj, Prashant Mishra and Balashri Jalgar for their research support. A special thanks to Ms. Rosa van der Tas, Vibhav Verlekar, Kelly Dhru and Prof. William Nunes for their insights and critical analysis.
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Limitation

RFGI is a non-party, neutral organization. This report is not aimed at comparing parties or passing judgements on whether a political party is internally more democratic than any other, but rather tries to set up a benchmark for all stakeholders to move towards.

In this report, we are focusing on the two major parties of India: Indian National Congress (Congress) and the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). The study focuses on the state of Gujarat, where the Foundation is based.

Methodology Adopted

The methodology adopted is primarily empirical as the team has visited the Regional Head Offices of the political parties and has interacted with members, office-bearers, student activists, high ranking officials and retired members for the purpose of this study. The team has also incorporated insights gained during interaction with relevant academicians and persons well-versed with functioning of the political parties.

The report is also analytical. We have tried to analyze the existing literature in this field and collected secondary data sources and information on the major outline parameters such as leadership and candidate selection while creating a hypothesis and project methodology underlining these points. Though our interviews were limited to Gujarat, Congress and the BJP we believe that our research and our conclusions have a broader relevance.
Executive Summary

Political parties can have internal decision making processes that are democratic or undemocratic. Members could be given a say or party elites could be given total power over choosing party leaders and choosing candidates for elections. Democratic processes within political parties are beneficial for many of the same reasons that democracy is beneficial within a state: it promotes accountability through elections, it allows members to have their views better represented and it encourages politicians to compete for access to power. Inner-party democracy (IPD) is practiced in a variety of ways around the world, providing many possible models for other countries to adopt.

Indian National Congress and Bharatiya Janata Party both are discussed in detail. Both have hierarchically structured internal decision making processes. Our research and interviews about the internal processes in political parties across India suggests that there are many problems, some of which could be addressed through use of IPD. During our research it became clear that it is difficult to remove party leaders, there is little discussion or consultation with ordinary members when setting the party agenda, young politicians find it difficult to climb the ranks and gain influence, and the influence of family connections remains powerful.

To help combat these issues, RFGI suggests several reforms. Party members should directly elect their leaders. This will encourage accountability and give members a larger voice within the party. Party members should also be able to influence candidate selection
Democracy requires more than just institutions. It also requires that people use those institutions in good faith, and believe in them. It requires that individuals encourage substantial debate, allow for dissent, and seek compromise rather than misuse power. Nonetheless, democratic institutions are important because they enable such individuals to pursue changes. Democratizing India's political parties is an important step towards improving Indian politics as a whole.
1. Introduction

In an election voters have a choice. They can choose from a variety of candidates. Some from national political parties, some from more local political parties, and some who are independent. However, many important decisions are made without any voter input even before the elections begin. The candidates that will contest from each constituency have already been chosen and thus the choices that are available to voters on election day are already decided. Voters have a choice, but the limits of that choice are set without the voters' consent.

Who chooses which candidates contest elections? The political parties decide who will be on their ticket in a given constituency. Let us ask a further question: who in the party makes these decisions, and how are these decisions made?

There are various practices used by political parties the world-over. In some, party leaders make these decisions unilaterally. In others, decisions are made by a vote among party members, or even by a vote among the general public. In sum, these internal decisions can be made democratically or undemocratically.

The presence or absence of democracy within a party – or inner-party democracy – is the subject of this report. The most direct indicators of democracy within a party are the processes by which political parties make important decisions. For instance, candidate selection – which was discussed above – and leadership selection: the process by which a party chooses its leaders and office bearers,
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whether national, state, or local. However IPD also refers to more intangible aspects of democracy – open and substantial debate, free dissent, and respect for the views of others. Through our discussion of IPD, we address each of these components.

This report is important not just for academic interest, but due to the depressing state of the ground realities. The Indian political system is commonly perceived as corrupt and autocratic. Transparency International, an organization that measures perceptions of corruption across the world, ranks Indian corruption as 3.4 out of 10, where 0 is the most corrupt – roughly between China (3.6) and Albania (3.2).¹ According to a recent article in the Washington Post, one fourth of the 540 members of the Lok Sabha were facing criminal charges in 2008. These charges include embezzlement, human trafficking, rape and murder.² An unpublished report by Democracy Connect (2008) surveyed 74 office bearers of the youth wing of an unnamed major political party in India. They found a party structure rife with favouritism, casteism, preference for family dynasties, and violence. The majority of interviewees stated there was a need for inner-party democracy.

These problems can not be ameliorated through inner-party democracy alone. Nonetheless, real, substantial IPD is absolutely necessary for modern political parties. Not just to reduce corruption, but to bring the many benefits of democracy to political parties.
2. What is IPD, and how does it work?

2.1 Why Democracy Matters

Political parties are the primary vehicle for participation in a democracy. Political parties connect the public with government by organizing members, informing the public, and transforming society's demands into policy solutions. The vast majority of our Members of Parliaments and Prime Ministers were elected through their involvement in a political party, and it is these people who set policy and affect the future of the country. Furthermore, citizens often vote not just for the individual who is contesting but also for the party they represent. If we are concerned for our democracy as a whole, we must be concerned with the internal workings of political parties. One of the most important measures of the internal workings of a political party is how democratically it functions.

The general principles that underlie democracy and the benefits it provides to society also apply on a smaller scale to political parties. In the broadest sense, democracy allows citizens to influence their government. Periodic elections allow citizens to elect a government according to their own beliefs, and then to elect someone else if they believe that the previous government has been ineffective. This is called participation - democracy allows ordinary citizens to participate in the governance of their country. However in most democracies citizens are not given a choice on all policy matters - indeed, it would be impractical to ask every citizen for their opinion
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every time the government wanted to alter trade policy or change a law. Instead, citizens elect representatives who are tasked with advocating their interests to the national government. Thus to change a law or alter trade policy, a bill must be accepted by the majority of these representatives – the Lok Sabha, for instance. This is the second element of democracy – **representation**. This ensures that people's particular interests are looked after, and it ensures that the government can function legitimately without having to ask voters for their opinion on every decision. However, voters do not choose their representatives at random. Various candidates from different political parties compete for votes. This **competition** is the third element of democracy. It ensures that voters have a choice, and encourages politicians to better themselves in order to gain a larger share of the vote and win the election.

These benefits can also be gained within political parties. Just as participation in national elections allows citizens to hold their leaders accountable, democracy within a party allows members to hold their leaders accountable. Similarly, officeholders in political parties can represent the interests of the members who elected them, and competition for party leadership can bring in new ideas, challenge old ones, and encourage meaningful debate about party policy.

Lastly, **IPD** can be particularly important for certain constituencies which tend to consistently vote for a particular party. For instance, a particular constituency is always won by the BJP by a wide margin.
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In such a constituency, the party that will control the seat is almost certain – the only thing left to decide is which candidate will be put forward by that party and claim the seat. Candidate selection is even more important in these cases because it is this process within the party that is effectively deciding which individual wins that constituency.  

2.2 How IPD functions in practice

The benefits of IPD must be evaluated within the context of its specific use. It is hazardous to generalize about the consequences of IPD because there is a multitude of ways in which it can be implemented. Unlike a state, where citizenship provides a broad standard for inclusion into any democratic process, political parties are voluntary organizations with fluid memberships. It is easy to join or leave a party, and different members have different levels of participation. Thus democracy within a political party can vary tremendously depending on how the electorate – the group of individuals who have a vote – is defined. Only paying members could be allowed to vote, or only members who have been in the party for a certain period of time, or only certain ranks within the party. A political party could go even further and open itself up by allowing the general public – whether they are party members or not – to influence party decisions.

Besides defining the electorate, the subject of the election must also be specified. Most often IPD is used for two processes: candidate
selection and leadership selection. Candidate selection refers to the process used by a political party to decide which candidates will contest an election. Leadership selection is the process by which a political party chooses its leaders and office bearers. Party leaders are those within the party who wield significant power, such as national presidents or local leaders within a constituency.

Even these two processes allow for a great deal of variation. The electorate could be able to choose anyone as a candidate, or they could choose from only a small list of possible candidates selected by the party besides nomination. Similarly, leadership candidates could be restricted to allow only certain individuals to run for office.

Unsurprisingly, parties around the world have employed IPD in very different ways, and many continue to experiment with new methods. For example, an RFGI survey found that in the D66 party of the Netherlands, a member is able to request an ‘intermediate congress’ at any time to put forward a motion to sack any office bearer. This allows the membership to hold their officials accountable.

In other cases, certain types of IPD are less useful and the party becomes more centralized. The Green Party in Germany found after several years of experience that only a handful of supporters ended up attending most ‘all-delegates meetings’ and has thus preferred to conduct its business through delegate conventions instead. And in many emerging economies a single person tends to
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dominate political parties decision to the point where prevents any type of IPD. Sometimes internal elections become impossible to hold. The KMT in Taiwan tried unsuccessfully to organise elections to choose contesting candidates and ultimately had to provide for a significant role for the local party factions in decision-making of the party.

In some political parties, members are given a strong role and their opinions are taken seriously. In the Ecologists Green Party of Greece, for instance, those who disagree with the party’s decision often voice their dissent publicly.10

Despite the importance of a legal framework for parties in some countries, in others democratic processes are followed in spite of no legal provisions expecting them to operate in a certain way. For instance, even though not mandated by law political parties in Argentina have consistently preferred conducting elections for candidate selection.

One of the central ways of measuring the degree of inclusiveness within parties is by determining who decides the policies and electoral promises of the party. Are these decisions taken by party elites or are all party-members consulted? At times, even though representative structures exist on paper, influential party leaders dominate decision-making. Some parties in the world have developed a “corporatist,” or group-based, style of internal representation, in which leaders of interested constituencies have
privileged positions within the party. Delegates from these groups (such as church or trade union networks) sit in party councils and act on behalf of their supporters. Members of the represented groups are sometimes considered to be indirectly enrolled in the party as a result of such representation. Examples of parties adopting this practice are Sweden’s Social Democrats, the Austrian People’s Party, and Mexico’s Institutional Revolutionary Party, amongst others.

The Constitutions of the countries stipulate how political parties should manage themselves. Interestingly, except briefly in the 10th Schedule, there is no mention of political parties in the Constitution of India. Many developing countries such as Liberia, Nigeria and Nepal have used their Constitutions to micromanage party organisations and behaviours. In Syria, the Constitution stipulates that the only party in the country shall be Socialistic Bath Party. In Netherlands, Poland, Ivory Coast, Italy, Algeria and Senegal, the constitution ban parties which refer to use of force, foreign control or promote social biases.

The preceding examples describe a wide variety of uses of IPD. The following section focuses on a smaller number of them in order to demonstrate in detail how IPD can range from very open and inclusive to very closed and restricted. The American primary system for determining presidential candidates and the leadership selection process within Canadian political parties demonstrate open or inclusive examples of IPD. Leadership selection in the UK and
candidate selection in Norway demonstrate more closed or restricted systems of IPD.

2.3 Open candidate and leader selection

Systems of IPD that enable a large and diverse group of people to participate and that limit the power of party elites can be described as “open” systems. These party elites could be national leaders, powerful state leaders, members of parliament for that party, or high-ranking advisors and officials. As discussed above, candidate selection and leadership selection are the primary ways IPD is used within a party, and both of these can use open systems. It is important to note, however, that a political party can have an open candidate selection process alongside a restricted leadership selection, and vice versa. We will discuss the open systems together (and later, the restricted systems together) because they share certain features, not because they are necessarily found in the same party.

Open candidate selection might function like the primary system in the United States. In the US the two primary political parties (Republicans and Democrats) each decide on their presidential candidate through a series of elections within each state. The details are complex, but in general each state's citizens vote to decide which candidate should represent the Republicans, and which should represent the Democrats. In some states all citizens are allowed to vote for each party's candidate, in others only registered members of
the Republican Party can vote for that party's candidate, and only registered members of the Democratic Party can vote for their candidate. After all the elections have been conducted, the candidates with the most number of votes represent their parties in the presidential election. In essence, this is a very open system of candidate selection: voters are the primary force in determining candidates.

Selection of party leadership can also be done through an open democratic process. For instance, both the Liberal and Conservative parties of Canada select leaders according to a modified 'one member, one vote' system. In both parties, each constituency is afforded 100 points which are divided among the candidates depending on how members in that constituency vote. For example, if a constituency votes 60% for candidate A and 40% for candidate B, then candidate A gets 60 points and candidate B gets 40 points. The national leader of the party is the candidate who first achieves a majority of points across the entire country. This is an open system as well, because the votes of the general membership are what determine the leader of the party.

However, these open systems can have significant drawbacks. Open candidate selection, such as in the American case, can weaken the party. If voters are directly choosing candidates, the political party is no longer necessary as an intermediary between voter and candidate. The party is less able to remain cohesive in its vision and ideology, since candidates will be chosen purely on voters
preferences rather than to accord with party policy. This may appear to be more democratic and therefore more beneficial – parties are now more “in tune” with what the population desires. But in practice it is a problem, because the number of ideological options available to voters shrinks in size. If every party allows its candidates to be chosen by the general population, then all candidates chosen will be roughly similar in ideology. For example if 60% of all voters favour candidates who support prohibition and are from a particular community, then voters will consistently elect such a candidate for any party. This is a problem for the 40% that oppose prohibition, since there is no longer a party that can resist the majority opinion and select candidates who represent the minority position.

Both these systems become problematic since they open up candidate selection and leadership selection to nearly anyone. Once again, this may seem at first a good thing for democracy, but in practice it can be detrimental because anyone can take part whether or not they have a sincere interest in leading the party or governing the nation. There have been instances of this occurring in the past. For example, in an American candidate selection process and a Canadian leadership selection process, individuals with no connection to the party or experience in government ran for a ticket in order to bring attention to one particular issue. In the 2000 Republican presidential primaries, a man named Gary Bauer ran on a single issue – abortion – in order to demonstrate the power of the anti-abortion lobby. In the Canadian Progressive-Conservative
party leadership convention, a rural farmer – David Orchard – ran for party leadership with the sole aim of overturning the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Both of these episodes attracted public derision and harmed the party's image. As Bauer and Orchard intended, the public focus shifted away from electing a good party leader to the spectacle of 'outsiders' crusading on a single issue and taking on the party establishment.

2.4 Closed candidate and leader selection

A closed or restricted IPD system is one in which the party elites retain considerable influence over internal elections, and the general membership has little influence.

Party leadership selection in the UK is one such 'restricted' system. Since 1997, the UK Conservative party has given its general membership the final vote between two candidates for party leadership. However, the two candidates are always selected by Conservative Members of Parliament (MPs), which allows leading party members to tightly control the leadership options available to general members. The other dominant party in the UK, the Labour party, uses a system whereby Labour MPs, constituency associations and affiliated unions all have a one-third vote for party leader. Both systems are notable in that they represent a half-way point between absolute control and open leadership selection. In the Conservative party model, the party elites still have the ability to determine the two potential candidates, and in the Labour party
Candidate selection methods can be similarly restricted. In Norway, for example, voters are presented with a list of candidates from each party alongside the ballot. The list shows the order in which the party would prefer to see candidates elected, and every voter is allowed to make alterations to this list by crossing off certain candidates. Thus if a majority of voters cross off the top name on a party's candidate list, and that party goes on to win the election, then the second candidate listed will be elected rather than the first. This system enables the party to retain significant control over which candidates are elected. Only the party can propose candidates and it requires significant effort by the voters to alter the order of preferences. In fact, voters in Norway have never successfully changed the ranking.

These more restricted systems of IPD create high barriers to entry. This does lower the chance that the process will be hijacked by someone campaigning on a single issue, as we saw in the American and Canadian cases above. It also allows the party to retain control of its ideology and policy. However, these barriers also prevent serious candidates from outside the party elite from becoming more involved in the party. Individuals trying to bring new ideas and new groups into the party will find it more difficult to do so when the elites control the party tightly. Furthermore, these barriers may promote the idea that the party is closed to newcomers, and potential members may choose to join a different party where they
have a larger voice in choosing candidates and leaders.

These examples are useful in illustrating the great variety of IPD. Parties can be very open, or more restricted, and there are harms and benefits with both. It is important to keep in mind that 'open' political party systems do not necessarily always mean a better democracy within the country. A democracy within a state does not depend on many “little” democracies within it – i.e. in political parties – but rather on the functioning of the whole political system in an overall democratic fashion. What we must look for is how the structure of a party impacts the political situation as a whole, rather than just measure the situation within the party itself. In other words, democratic institutions may not always result in democratic outcomes. A future India with more democratic political parties will only be more democratic as a whole if leaders are actually accountable to their constituents, if corruption is exposed, if substantial discussion takes place about important policy decisions, if ordinary citizens feel that their concerns are addressed by local and national governments, and so much more. Democratic structures within a party may contribute to this, but they do not guarantee it.

3. Political parties in India today

In India, political parties are of two types: National level parties and state level parties. National parties are those which are recognised by
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the Election Commission in four or more states. Indian National Congress, Bhartiya Janata Party, Bahujan Samaj Party, Samajwadi Party, Communist Party of India, Communist Party of India (Marxist) are examples of National parties. State parties or regional parties are political parties which participate in different elections but only within one state. For example Shiv Sena participates only in Maharashtra, Telegu Desam in Andra Pradesh, Akali Dal in Punjab or Dravida Munnetra Kazagham (DMK) in Tamil Nadu. Some states can have more than one state party. In addition to these parties, statistics of the Election Commission show that there are 730 registered unrecognised political parties in India as of October 2005.

All political parties that contest elections have some kind of organisation and internal decision making processes in place. In some parties, this organisation can be very formal, whereas in others some aspects of the party may be unregulated or informal. To better understand the internal decision making of the parties in India, it is helpful to take a closer look at parties’ organisational options. This section will detail what the constitutions of each party prescribe for membership, organizational structure, leadership and candidate selection. There is, however, a gap between what the Constitutions contain and how the parties operate in practice. This difference between theory and implementation will be discussed in the second part of this section. The third part will compare the reality with some of the concepts of inner party democracy.
3.1 The Indian National Congress Party

Membership

Congress has two types of membership:

1 - Primary Membership: any person above the age of 18 years who accepts the Party’s objective, pays the subscription fee (Rs. 3.00) and is not a member of any other political party, can be a primary member. They are required to be 21 years of age or above, habitually wear khadi, abstain from alcohol and intoxicants, and not practice untouchability.

2 - Active Membership: these are members who have been primary members for two consecutive years and take on a larger role in the party.

Classifying members in this way differentiates them into a base group of primary members and a group of active members who are eligible for elections for certain positions and have the right to vote at higher levels where active membership is required.

Party Structure

Congress is organized into five main committees. These are groups of party members that together organise, create and implement party policies. Most committees have various sub-committees, such
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as executive or working committees, that have specific tasks that run the organisation on the corresponding level.

Most committees select delegates and presidents that can represent them in the higher committees. Therefore, the system works in a successive manner, building up from a large base group (i.e. the lower committees) to a more concentrated group (i.e. the higher committees), until we reach the highest level of committee.
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The basic unit of Congress is the Primary Committee (PC). The leadership of the Primary Committees is elected by party members from the particular constituency and its general membership is composed of all active and non-active members from that region. Multiple Primary Committees can form Village, Area or Neighbourhood Committees. All of these committees are subordinate to the Block Congress Committees (BCC) who are composed of the presidents of the PCs within a particular jurisdiction and of individuals who are ‘co-opted’. Next are the District/City Congress Committees (DCC), whose members are elected by secret ballot by the Block Congress Committee. The Pradesh Congress Committee (PCC), which functions at the State or Union Territory level, consists of delegates from the BCCs that reside or have their business in a particular state. The delegates are elected by way of secret ballot if the BCC feels it is necessary. Certain minority and special interest groups are co-opted.

On the national level, Congress functions through two main bodies: the Congress Working Committee (CWC) and the All India Congress Committee (AICC). The Congress Working Committee is the most important executive body of Congress and is composed of the President, the leader of Congress in Parliament, and 23 other members who are appointed by the President and elected by the AICC. It is here that the most important national decision making is done when it comes to political and executive issues. Finally, the All India Congress Committee is the national and central assembly of Congress and is composed of various groups. Some of the members include all former presidents that remain
active, all the presidents of PCCs, Congress leaders from various levels of government and co-opted groups. Additionally, the PCC and Lok Sabha members elect from amongst themselves a certain number of representatives, and the CWC selects certain other individuals to join the AICC. In sum, the AICC includes hundreds of senior leaders from various levels of government. Besides the five committees listed above, Congress also functions through various affiliated organisations and party organs like the Indian National Youth Congress and the National Students Union of India.

As the diagramme illustrates, this is an incredibly complex structure. The party is organized around a multitude of committees, each with different responsibilities, and many of the highest committees are chaired or run by the same party elites. As we will see shortly, BJP’s structure is similarly complex.

**Indian Youth Congress (IYC)**

Beginning in Punjab and then Gujarat, the IYC has made alterations to its organizational structure and the process by which it elects committees and other officeholders within the party. In the new system, all registered members are able to vote to select their constituency's committee. The candidate with the greatest number of votes becomes president, the candidate with the second most number of votes becomes vice president, and so forth. The elections are monitored by the Foundation for Advanced Management Elections (FAME).
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The IYC elections were conducted in Gujarat in March 2009, and though there were allegations of vote tampering and intimidation tactics they appear to have been a success. Membership drives leading up to elections are now underway in Rajasthan, UP, Tamil Nadu, Bihar, Chattisgarh, Jarkhand, Tripura and Haryana. Senior Congress officials have stated that the idea is being considered seriously, but that changes would begin at earliest sometime after July – once the currently ongoing elections are complete and Sonia Gandhi is re-elected as party leader.

In interviews with local politicians and party members, individuals stated that it will take a lot of time for the national Congress to adopt democratic reforms, although they are on track to do so. They also stated that the youth are strongly attracted to these ideas. RFGI had the opportunity to talk to members of the NSUI who were involved in the recent IYC elections in Gujarat. There were 16 positions up for election. Large membership drives were the primary method of campaigning – by signing up people to the party who support them, they were able to get more votes. Those with family background in politics had the advantage of having party workers who know how to run a campaign.
3.2 Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)

Membership
The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) also works with primary and active memberships.

1 - Primary Membership: any Indian citizen of the age of 18 years or above who accepts the aims and philosophy of the party can be a primary member provided he is not a member of any other political party.

2 - Active Membership: here a member is required to have membership for not less than 3 years, deposit an amount of Rs.100/-, participate in party programmes including agitational programmes and subscribe to the party magazine.

Only active members can participate in elections of the Mandal Committee or join higher committees.

Party Structure

The BJP also uses the method of ascending representation. See figure 2 for the diagramme.
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At the bottom level, there are **Local Committees** (LC). The members of the party elect the members for a LC, and these in turn elect a president for the LC. Second is the **Kendra Committee** (KC). Several LC’s can together form a KC under the regulations provided by the state. The KC’s are composed of the presidents of the LC’s and the president of a Mandal will nominate one person from his executive committee to be the Convener of the KC. Next up is the **Mandal Committee** (MC), which is composed of members that the LC members have elected. Special reservations are made for the ST/SC’s in the party’s constitution. From this level and up, only active members can be members and eligible for contesting elections. The Mandal Committee is followed by the **District Committee** (DC), which is headed by a president that is elected by the members of the MC’s. Any ten members of the district’s electoral college can propose a candidate for the position of DC president. The members of the DC are nominated by its president. The **Regional Committees** (RC) succeed the district level. The National Executive can set up RC’s for certain areas within a State (e.g. metropolitan areas). On the state level, BJP functions through two bodies: State Councils and State Executives. The **State Councils** are composed out of the members that are elected by the DCs, ten percent of party legislators that are elected by all the members of the legislative party, ten percent of party parliament members from the state and others. **States Executives** have presidents that are elected by a section of members of the State Council.
On the national level, the party functions through three main bodies: the National Council, the National Executive and the Plenary or Special Session of the Party.

The **National Council** consists of elected members from the State Councils, 10 percent of the party members of parliament that are elected by all the party members of parliament, all former national presidents, all state presidents and leaders of the party in Lok Sabha, Rajya Sabha and others. The **National Executive** includes the national president and no more than 80 other members that are nominated by the president.\(^38\) Also, the National Executive must have at least 25 percent of its total number composed of new members each term. At least three years of membership is required to join, however, the president can make exemptions in special circumstances. The party also organizes through the **plenary** and **special sessions**. The plenary sessions are normally held once a year with all members of the national and state councils and all the party members in parliament and legislature attending. It is headed by the national president. If the national executive deems necessary, or if at least \(1/3\)rd of the members of the national council requests it, the president convenes a special session in which all members of the national council are included.

Once again, this is an incredibly complex organizational structure. There are many committees at many different levels all of which have particular authority over certain matters. It is not surprising that so few Indian citizens feel like they understand the workings of the
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major political parties. It should be noted that the constitutions of both BJP and Congress are largely silent on candidate selection methods - no process is described, and thus there is no official standard for how these parties choose their candidates. Nonetheless, as the following section will show, there is a consistent pattern in how these parties choose their candidates.

3.3 Reality Check

The party structures discussed above in detail outline the established practices and processes of decision-making within the parties. However, there are large variations between what is set out in the Constitutions and what actually takes place in reality.

Interviews with various officials from political parties provided us with an insider perspective on their internal functioning. Various committees and council do exist but the decision-making power rests in the hands of a few party-elites. For both leadership and candidate selection, an observer is sent to the States to gather information and statistics on the constituencies. At the same time, the observer will consult local, panchayat and district leaders to form a small list of possible candidates that will be submitted to the State level leadership, who presents it to a higher national authority. They, in turn, will present one name to the central leadership and the final decisions on the candidate list are made by the national parliamentary board.
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This method sometimes varies. For instance, the national leadership will not necessarily choose every candidate across the nation for all levels of elections, but may play a direct role in choosing many of them. Nonetheless it is a very centralized system that diminishes the influence of other committees within the party not to mention the thousands of members who have little or no say in the matter. In the words of Professor Jagdeep S. Chhokar from Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad, who is also the founder of the Association for Democratic Reforms and the National Election Watch:

‘The practice of “central observers” going to states to “oversee” the so-called election of the leader of state legislature party who is to be the chief minister and all the legislators invariably unanimously authorizing the central leadership of the party to “select”, “nominate” or “appoint” the chief minister – which happens in all the parties – is nothing short of a travesty of democracy.’

This sentiment was shared by an experienced political journalist who stated that ‘Organizational elections are not real, high command will pick the people’. It is clear that the role of members does not include input into major party decisions. Decisions are made by a select group of people at the highest levels. In theory, meetings of committees can offer an opportunity for members to ventilate their ideas, concepts and criticisms to realize a dialogue between higher and lower levels. In reality, these meetings do not provide the forum that they are supposed to. There is rarely any
involvement of the younger members. Information dissemination has a one way direction; from top to bottom, therefore there is no actual dialogue between higher ranking officials and members.

The model used for leadership and candidate selection is problematic because power is concentrated in the hands of a small group of individuals. Similarly problematic are the reasons for the decisions they make. Candidates and leaders are often chosen as a result of cynical political calculation or, even worse, as a result of outright corruption.

For example even though the party constitutions stress the importance of avoiding caste or religion based politics, most parties embrace it in candidate selection. Caste based politics dominate the way tickets are distributed. In practice, selection of candidates on the basis of their caste is the safest way to ensure support from certain groups of voters. Therefore, political parties will always put forward candidates of a specific religion or caste in certain constituencies in order to improve their chances in the election. Distinctions made on the bases of caste, religion or status form a danger to the merit based system that should be in place. Secondly, political parties must also be sure to include among all of their candidates at least one candidate from certain groups - whether those are influential families, caste groups, professions, or others – in order to satisfy all of those who support them and want to see one of their own nominated.

Even when caste does not play a role, there are other crude political calculations. The larger parties in Gujarat are divided by factions
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within the party. These factions compete against one another and during an election the various constituencies are divided among these factions. Thus, which candidates are selected depends on which faction internal to the party controls those seats, since they will want to nominate individuals from within their faction. In other cases there is outright corruption. For example, during every round of state and national elections there are media reports of nominees having to pay large amounts of cash for nomination. In 2008, a prominent party leader disclosed that party tickets had been up for sale in recent elections and that other tickets in various states had been offered to relatives of party officials. Leaders in another prominent party who were denied tickets also came out with information regarding similar scandals. In some instances, inexperienced people outside the political parties (for example, Bollywood celebrities) were approached to enter in contests for their image, status and the amount of media attention they received. This sidelines more capable and dedicated politicians seeking the same positions, and causes discontent within the party.

How do Congress and BJP compare to the international examples discussed earlier? Both Congress and BJP use highly restricted methods of candidate and leadership selection. Power is centralized in the hands of a small number of party elites. In both cases national presidents are elected by other party elites, rather than by ordinary members. Candidate selection is carried out with input from local leaders, but the final choice is almost always made by smaller, national executive bodies. Ordinary members elect only the lowest
level of committee and have little voice in the national affairs of the party. As discussed near the beginning of this report, these restrictive systems allow the party to retain significant control over its ideology and message. But they also prevent new ideas and new people from entering the party and climbing the ranks.

4. Recommendations

Considering the diversity of issues that political parties have to face, there is no single model of ‘inner-party democracy’. It would ultimately be up to the party leaders and the party members to consider and implement the practices that they think fit.

4.1 Direct Leadership Selection

Each member of the party should vote to select their local leaders, state leaders, and national president. Why directly? Because it increases the ability of the general membership to hold their leaders accountable. Under most current systems of party leadership selection in India, a series of ascending committees vote for leaders and eventually select the national leadership. This makes it very difficult for the general membership to vote out a national party leader. For example, in either of the parties we discussed there are a long series of ascending committees. Members elect the bottom level committee, who in turn elect the committee above them, and
so forth, until the national president is elected by a small group of committees or representatives.

The only way for the general membership to vote out a president would be for general members across the country to elect individuals to their local committees all the way up until high-level committees are elected who are willing to vote out the president. This is highly unlikely – how could the members be sure that the officials at any level of committee would actually vote out the President? Even then, each committee is composed of not only elected members but also many others, including former high ranking officials and former committee members, many of whom are able to vote in the committee and are not accountable to the general membership. This current system lacks transparency and does not allow for members to have much say in the leadership selection. However, if members are able to vote directly for their party leadership it would be far easier for them to hold those leaders accountable. A simple majority of members would be enough to remove a president, since no longer are the members' votes mediated by a long succession of ascending committees.

This accountability is important and necessary. It would force national presidents to consider the views of their party members. Party leaders who had been ineffective leaders of the party could be removed. Party members could counter the influence of party elites and reduce the power of political dynasties. It is particularly important that the president be accountable, since they have so much control over party affairs. It would force accountability from
other levels of the party – for instance, if party members demanded the removal of a corrupt officeholder the president often has the power to remove such a person. They would only do so, however, if there is pressure from general members. In sum, directly electing party leaders is an obvious and powerful way to encourage accountability within political parties.

4.2 Candidate Selection with a power of Veto

Candidate selection is complex. As discussed above, there are many strategic calculations that determine which candidates are chosen to contest elections from the party. Sometimes, party prefers a candidate of a certain section of the community to contest from a specific constituency so that local voters can be attracted. Factions within the party itself compete for the ability to put forward their own candidates in certain constituencies. Support groups – whether family, caste or profession – expect to be rewarded by putting some of their own up candidates for election.

This is a highly complex set of decisions, and it raises particular problems for democratic candidate selection. These strategic calculations can be implemented when decided by a few individuals, but voters at large are unlikely to be able to consider what is in the best interests of the party. Can all the members of the party weigh the advantages and disadvantages of placing candidates of different castes in particular constituencies, and can they coordinate their voting to ensure that some groups are not over or
underrepresented? Can the membership base of a party be able to make these highly strategic decisions through simple elections?

A party that carefully chooses its candidates has a better chance of winning the elections, and allowing members to vote to select candidates makes it less likely that decisions will be strategically optimal. However, there are other ways of ensuring that some democratic accountability exists while not destroying the ability of a political party to make strategic decisions.

Party members should be able to veto certain candidates by calling for a 'no-confidence' vote. Parties can be required to announce the candidates on their ticket one month before the election, and if the membership was particularly opposed to any particular candidate, they could mobilize to remove that candidate. If 10% of the state members sign a petition stating that they wanted a candidate removed, a no confidence vote would be held, at which point 60% of members would have to oppose the candidate for them to be removed from the ticket.  

Though it is far from an actual election, this plan does have many benefits. Firstly, it allows the membership to wield influence over the party elites. In cases where a candidate is extremely objectionable – because of a criminal record, or if the person is ill-qualified, or for any other reason, members can actually remove him/her from the ticket and compel the party to nominate a new candidate. This way, the individual power of each party member is increased.
Secondly, even when it isn't used, the potential to vote out a candidate forces the party leadership to consider the preferences of the membership. Because the membership now has the power to derail certain candidates, the elites will always consider whether this is likely and adjust their decisions as necessary.

4.3 Legal enforcement of reforms

Besides reforming the internal decision making processes like candidate selection and leadership selection there are many other actions that should be taken in order to encourage inner-party democracy. Other organizations have in the past made many recommendations in order to promote IPD. National Election Watch (NEW) and the Association for Democratic Reforms (ADR) developed the following recommendations:

1. There is an urgent need for a comprehensive bill to regulate political parties. An excellent draft for this has already been prepared by the Law Commission. Such a Bill needs to be passed by parliament.

2. There is a need to make it mandatory for all recognized registered political parties to have democratically elected bodies and their functioning, including their financial status, should be transparent and known to all.

3. Since it has been made mandatory for all candidates to make their financial status public, the political parties should also be called upon to regularly file statements of their assets and liabilities, which should also be made public.
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4. Political parties and candidates should declare their sources of funds well before elections so that voters can make an informed choice.

As mentioned in the NEW/ADR recommendations, the Law Commission of India has also discussed the need for legal regulation of political parties. The 170th Law Commission made explicit note of the lack of regulation of Indian political parties: “Whether by design or by omission, our Constitution does not provide for the constitution and working of political parties, though they are at the heart of a parliamentary democracy. A parliamentary democracy without political parties is inconceivable. Yet, the constitution [...] does not even speak of political parties.”

The report goes on to discuss the German law on political parties, which extensively regulates political parties in that country. The law lays out the role of parties within the country as a whole, regulates how parties accept new members, outlines how parties must be structured internally, requires regular elections of executives, regulates arbitration measures, and much more.

A similar law should be adopted in India that would force political parties to accept some measure of accountability, transparency and democracy. Particularly, we hope that this law would enforce our above recommendations regarding leadership and candidate selection. While given the state of our legal system it would be naive to think that a law would necessarily force political parties to change themselves, such a law would contribute to the process of
democratizing India's political parties. First, it makes citizens aware that political parties can function differently – that they can be accountable, that they can be transparent and open to new ideas, and that these things can be achieved through democratic structures. Second, it would allow for legal action against political parties who did not abide by the law. Even if law is not a definite solution, it is one more method that can be used to pressure political parties into reforming themselves.

4.4 Create space for debate and dissent

Having open discussions within parties can prevent factionalism and fragmentation. Since 1969, Congress has had five major splits creating numerous parties. The Janata Party, the forerunner of BJP, has had countless splits resulting in 24 different parties. If members are restricted in their capacity to express and share their own ideas, two options are left: keep silent or leave the party. Many have argued that the lack of discussion, debate, and equal representation of views have contributed to this fragmentation and factionalism.

4.5 Amend the Anti-Defection law

One of the largest legal problems for substantive inner party democracy – including debate and free dissent – is the Tenth Schedule, added to the constitution in 1985. Popularly known as the Anti-Defection law, it prevents elected members of a legislature (whether that is state or national) from defecting to another party or
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voting against an order of their party. The problematic part of this law is the latter provision. It means that all members of a party must vote exactly how they are told to vote by the national party leadership, or face being removed from the legislature. It prevents substantive debate or dissent regarding legislation, since elected members of parliament are forced to function as an automatic vote for their party rather than as a representative of citizens who elected them. For example, if a member of the Lok Sabha thought that a piece of legislation would be harmful to his or her constituents, they would be forced to either vote for it or lose their seat in the legislature. This is not only unfair, but it impinges upon one of the basic features of democracy - representation - by disallowing elected members of parliament from representing their constituents. In the true democratic spirit, party-members should be allowed to publicly dissent, and the clause relating to dissent in the Tenth Schedule be amended to this effect.
Conclusion

“The spirit of democracy is not a mechanical thing to be adjusted by abolition of forms. It requires change of heart”

- M. Gandhi

This report began by asking a simple question: what is inner-party democracy? To answer this question we examined the idea of democracy and applied this to political parties, which led us to the two primary institutions within a political party that could be democratic: leadership and candidate selection. We then assessed the current status of two primary political parties in India, and developed some recommendations that describe how all Indian parties could move towards more democratic internal processes.

However, democracy is not defined solely by institutions, but also by attitudes and behaviours. Open and substantial debate, constructive criticism, accountability, transparency and free dissent are often described as being important aspects of democracy alongside simple institutions. Elections matter, but only if there are real issues at stake, people take their vote seriously, and party leaders do not just buy their supporters. Institutions – no matter how democratic – are only as effective as the people who use them.

At first this may seem to suggest that institutional reforms are meaningless. Indeed, this sentiment is all too common today. But to believe such a thing would be to deny reality. Indian citizens are visibly and widely dismayed with the state of their political parties,
and there are high levels of support for reforms that increase democracy. During the production of this report the response from the public at large was overwhelming. Everyone recognizes political parties are flawed, and there is a real desire for change. However, there are more hearts and minds to change. The youth, in particular, must be aware of the state of our political system and what they can do to improve it.

Changing hearts and minds is best left up to Indian citizens. Politicians must be aware of the problems, and must know that Indian citizens demand reform. But when those hearts and minds are changed, there must be institutions available that encourage and reward these new types of thinking. A new generation of Indians will have a hard time demanding accountability from their leaders if there are no processes within the party that allow for such changes. A new generation of politicians will find it difficult to be transparent and accountable when the old systems that encourage this counter-productive behaviour remain in place.

Thus we come to a deeper truth. Institutions are meaningless without sincere participation, but real change in government is very difficult without institutions that channel the participation of citizens. We must not only encourage the youth to care about politics, we must provide them with the means to turn their opinions into actions. We often say that the youth are the future of the country, that they will build a better India. But they require more than a blueprint – they require the proper tools. Inner-party democracy is a powerful tool, and we hope that the next generation may wield it.
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